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Bursting the Auto Loan Bubble in the Wake of COVID-19

Pamela Foohey*

ABSTRACT: Before the COVID-19 pandemic, auto loans outstanding in the United States had soared to record highs. The boom in lending spanned new and used cars and traditional and subprime loans. With loan delinquencies also hitting new highs almost every quarter, predictions that the auto lending market could burst soon abounded. When the economy came to a grinding halt and unemployment skyrocketed in the wake of the pandemic, auto lenders knew they were facing a crisis. Throughout 2020, auto lenders granted more payment forbearances to consumers, while slashing interest rates on new loans. Auto manufacturers similarly made promises to buyers, such as the ability to return new cars for up to a year upon job loss. Combined with the CARES Act’s relief rebates and moratoria, the bottom did not fall out of the auto loan market.

These measures, however, are temporary. The pandemic alone will not reduce people’s need for cars, but it will burst the auto loan bubble. The economic fallout will require interventions in the auto sale and loan markets, which presents a moment to transform America’s car economy. This symposium Essay details a range of financial and related measures that can be implemented in the near future to shift auto financing away from promoting economically unequal and environmentally unfriendly use and access to automobiles, and, more broadly, to shift the United States away from prioritizing automobiles as the primary means of personal transportation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In most places in the United States, having an automobile is critical for everyday life, such as for getting to work and school, accessing healthcare and daycare, and shopping for essentials. This makes the perception that people can choose to live “car free” largely inaccurate. For instance, households without cars have lower incomes, while having a car increases people’s probability of employment. People’s reliance on cars traces to accumulated policy decisions by the federal, state, and local governments that have prioritized automobiles as the mode of transportation in the United States. This reality has led roughly 85 percent of households in the United States to own at least one car.

Because few households have enough money saved to purchase even very used cars, let alone gently used and new cars, more than two-thirds of people fund their car ownership with hefty auto loans. Auto lenders have seized on this need for financing. During the past decade, auto debt has skyrocketed, increasing nearly 40 percent overall, with the average auto loan for a new car
ranging 11 percent. Part of the growth stemmed from a flourishing subprime auto loan market, which now accounts for nearly one-quarter of the $1.33 trillion in auto loan debt outstanding. Overall, as of the beginning of 2020, auto loans made up about nine percent of household debt, making “[t]he auto loan market . . . the third-largest consumer credit market in the United States,” behind home loans and student loans.

More auto debt, combined with more expensive loans, has led to increased delinquencies and defaults in the past decade. Auto loan deficiencies hit an all-time high at the end of 2019, with seven million Americans 90 or more days behind on their auto loan payments. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, people with subprime auto loans were defaulting within the first few months of borrowing at rates rivaling those during the 2008 financial crisis.

Prior to the pandemic, the build-up of auto loan debt outstanding and the growth in delinquencies and defaults led experts to classify the auto loan market as a bubble and to predict that the bubble would burst soon.
United States’ strong pre-pandemic economy combined with a low unemployment rate likely were the leading reasons that the bubble did not burst at that time. Yet, even then, multiple reports recognized that the rise in auto debt in the United States showed an unsustainable dependence on automobiles financed by households. Commentators also pointed out that the market for securities backed by auto loans, particularly sub-prime auto loans, was “going gangbusters” and bore a striking resemblance to the home mortgage market before the Great Recession, albeit of a smaller scale.

The economic conditions that continued to fuel the auto loan bubble while preventing its burst ended abruptly in March 2020 when the states across the country enacted various stay-at-home orders to try to control COVID-19’s spread. Unemployment rates skyrocketed past their Great Recession highs as businesses closed their doors. Uber and Lyft drivers, some


16. See Foohey et al., Driven to Bankruptcy, supra note 2, at 330–31 (predicting that if auto debt continues on its present course, more people will file bankruptcy to deal with auto loans); Laura Bliss, If the Economy Is So Great, Why Are Car Loan Defaults at a Record High?, BLOOMBERG CITYLAB (Feb. 15, 2019, 1:52 PM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-02-15/why-so-many-americans-are-behind-on-car-loan-payments [https://perma.cc/A5TR-DZ67] (noting the “catch-22” of cars); Cross et al., supra note 14, at 7–8 (proposing ideas to expand transportation options).

17. Robert Armstrong, Yield-Crazed Investors Pile into US Subprime Car Loans, FIN. TIMES ( Nov. 25, 2019, 5:05 PM), https://www.ft.com/content/5f9320b5-8e5d-11ea-bb52-34e89dfc0d84 [https://perma.cc/5YEY-5HLH] (quoting analyst Jennifer Thomas of Loomis Sayles); see also Wiltermuth, supra note 8; Chris Taylor, Why Some Experts Think Auto Loans Are the Next ‘Red Flag’ for the Economy, FORTUNE (Jan. 16, 2020, 1:00 PM), https://fortune.com/2020/01/16/car-loans-default-us-economy-subprime-dangers [https://perma.cc/yAEV-MMQT] (noting that the auto loan market is about one-tenth of the size of the home mortgage market at its height).

of whom had taken out loans to purchase vehicles, saw their ridership and income plummet.19 Within weeks of the World Health Organization declaring a pandemic,20 Congress stepped in to stabilize businesses’ and households’ financial situations with the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (“CARES”) Act.21

As detailed in Part II of this Essay, the CARES Act provided households with money and enforced pauses of other debt payments such that people were seemingly able to stay current on car loan payments through the fall of 2020.22 A handful of states also legislated additional debt relief for households.23 Auto dealers and lenders likewise struggled during the pandemic, and they focused on enticing people to become or remain customers, rather than repossessing cars.24 Through these combined measures, auto loan defaults did not increase immediately.


22. See Foohey et al., The Folly, supra note 5, at 129–40 (reviewing the primary relief offered by the CARES Act).


Nonetheless, the crisis exposed the cracks in the United States’ economy. The trifecta of a small cash infusion, moratoria on some debt collection, and auto lenders’ incentives likely will merely hold off a crash in auto sales and lending. For auto loans, this warns of the bubble’s eventual burst.

Part III assumes that in the coming years, the auto market will have to adjust more drastically to the pandemic’s economic fallout. How people access and pay for cars will need to change in light of continued financial instability among households. Proceeding from this assumption, this Part presents a range of financial and related measures that federal and state governments could implement to reset the car industry, both in terms of how people shop for cars and car loans, and the specifications of vehicles on American roads.

More broadly, the convergence of the pandemic’s unique economic shock with an already unstable auto loan market presents an opportunity for a deeper and more holistic consideration of the United States’ transportation priorities. Part IV places auto loans within a broader federal, state, and local government urban planning agenda that could transform people’s need for cars. As the United States necessarily crafts a large-scale agenda to revive the economy, now might offer an opportune moment to advocate for interventions that include measures to shift the country’s transportation structure away from cars and towards a range of more sustainable and safer options.

II. SAVING OFF THE BUBBLE’S BURST

COVID-19’s emergence ended the post-Great Recession economic expansion. Employment losses between March 2020 and the end of August 2020 wiped out almost all of the job growth during the prior decade and GDP plummeted over 30 percent in those five months. Retail spending also quickly dropped, particularly at brick-and-mortar stores and for discretionary items. Although spending rebounded later in the summer of 2020, the pace

---


27. See id. (reporting data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis).

of its recovery was slowed by the coronavirus's continued spread. Employment figures bounced back a bit as well, but the chair of the Federal Reserve viewed this growth with caution and commented that "so many people are in need." Overall, as 2020 drew to a close, it was apparent that the United States' economic recovery would not be swift, particularly without additional government support.

Given the state of the economy, it seems reasonable to have predicted that auto sales and lending also would have dropped quickly after March 2020 and that loan delinquencies would have risen, potentially significantly in the face of wide-spread unemployment. Stated differently, the auto loan bubble should have at least shown signs of impending rupture. Yet the second and third quarters of 2020 saw decreases in auto loan delinquencies. These declines coincided with decreases in delinquencies across non-mortgage consumer credit products, such as credit cards. In contrast, mortgage

33. See Press Release, Fed. Rsrv. Bank of N.Y., supra note 33 (noting declining credit card delinquencies); Stolba, supra note 33 (noting the same based on based on Experian data); Charge-
delinquencies increased, although the CARES Act’s foreclosure moratorium provided homeowners the ability to defer payments.35

Consumer credit products, including auto loans, benefitted from the CARES Act’s provisions designed to help households weather the economic fallout of stay-at-home orders.36 The CARES Act’s extra unemployment compensation and relief rebate payments, delivered primarily in April through the end of July, aided households in paying recurring expenses and allowed them to stay current on some debts.37 Indeed, the CARES Act’s payments “kept more than [ten] million people out of poverty” according to a report from the Urban Institute.38

The CARES Act also allowed people to prioritize auto debt over other debt by pausing payments on home loans, some rent payments, and student loans.39 A handful of states legislated or decreed additional protections, such as eviction and debt collection moratoria.40 Although very few states added protections such as halts on auto repossessions,41 pausing the collection of


39. See Foohey et al., The Folly, supra note 5, at 129–35 (detailing CARES Act provisions that provided for moratoria on payment of debt).

40. Id. (detailing states’ measures to stop debt collection).

other delinquent debts likely further allowed people to focus on remaining current with their auto loans. As noted, besides homes (and housing costs generally) and student loans, cars constitute households’ biggest expense.\textsuperscript{42} Given that research shows that people continue to pay auto loans even as they fall behind on other debts,\textsuperscript{43} with the other two big expenses temporarily taken care of, households likely allocated cash to keeping their cars. The pandemic also led people to avoid mass transit, which led to increased interest in purchasing older used cars, which presented a marginally more budget friendly option than purchasing new or slightly used vehicles.\textsuperscript{44}

Possibly just as much as the CARES Act’s and state’s interventions to help people, auto dealerships and lenders played a key role in propping up the auto loan market. As the economy collapsed, banks, other lenders, and businesses, including auto dealers, also struggled.\textsuperscript{45} To entice new customers and retain current customers, dealers heavily promoted sales, moved sales online, and otherwise went out of their way to accommodate people who could not or did not feel comfortable coming to physical locations.\textsuperscript{46} Car dealerships also partnered with lenders to offer programs that provided people with assurances should their financial situations change. For instance, Ford launched the “Ford Promise,” which allowed customers to “buy or lease an eligible Ford vehicle through Ford Credit. Then, if you face financial hardship due to loss of employment, you can return it within one year of purchase.”\textsuperscript{47} Similarly, other lenders offered people with good credit histories

\textsuperscript{42} See supra text accompanying note 10; COOPER, supra note 5, at 1.
\textsuperscript{43} See Foohey, supra note 1 (manuscript at 3–4).
loans with delayed payment starts and attractive, seemingly below-market interest rates.\textsuperscript{48}

Along with trying to entice people to purchase cars with appealing financing, reports suggest that auto lenders made deals with current customers who were worried about falling behind on their loans.\textsuperscript{49} According to data from TransUnion, the number of auto loans in deference or forbearance or which were granted similar relief “doubled to 7.3 million accounts” between April and May 2020.\textsuperscript{50}

The increase in deferrals likely explains, at least in part, the decrease in auto loan delinquencies in the second and third quarters of 2020.\textsuperscript{51} But these deferrals are merely that—delays. And they were only given to some customers. Based on the complaints that people lodged to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) during the pandemic about problems working with auto lenders to modify or pause payments, a subset of households did not receive relief.\textsuperscript{52} These complaints reflect other research into disparities in who has received accommodations from lenders, with Black and lower-income households facing more troubles in obtaining deals from lenders or in taking out new loans, including for cars.\textsuperscript{53}

Despite these stop-gap measures, at some point, possibly very soon, people will have to start paying all their loans again—auto, student, and home. Many people may not be able to do so. For instance, a survey conducted by the United States Census Bureau in September 2020 found that a third of respondents predicted that they would be evicted from their housing or have


\textsuperscript{51} See supra note 33 and accompanying text.


their home foreclosed within the next 60 days, despite the CARES Act’s protections.54 This teed up the possibility of a “COVID cliff”—“as many as 6.4 million evictions filed in [2020] could take effect” at the beginning of 2021.55 Likewise, two studies released in October 2020 found that although the CARES Act kept millions of families out of poverty at the beginning of the pandemic, households have exhausted their relief funds and poverty levels had surged to levels higher than prior to COVID-19’s emergence.56

Similarly, and with the aid of the CARES Act and states’ interventions to help families, auto lenders have merely propped up the market. But there is a limit to how long dealers and lenders will be able to steady the market. In the coming months, the cracks in the auto sales and lending industry will likely expand, prompting a crisis.

This crisis will hurt communities of color and lower-income households to a greater degree than other households because of long-standing disparities in auto sales and lending, including during the pandemic.57 These communities always have been at the forefront of those that would be most affected by an auto loan bubble burst. Likewise, by the end of 2020, it had become abundantly clear that the pandemic’s overall economic effects disproportionately fell on and would continue to fall on communities of color and lower-income households.58 Which means that the auto loan market’s reckoning will coincide with the pandemic’s larger economic fallout. The silver lining of this timing is that it might provide a needed jolt to prompt discussions about putting into place longer-term, more comprehensive interventions in the auto sale and loan markets.

57. See Foohey, supra note 1 (manuscript at 9–10) (discussing disparities in auto sales and lending based on race, ethnicity, and income); WEISSMAN ET AL., supra note 52, at 9 (noting that people’s complaints to the CFPB about auto loans reflected disparities in access existing prior to the pandemic); Tanvi Misra, Mapping the Subprime Car Loan Crisis, BLOOMBERG CITYLAB (Dec. 12, 2018, 12:04 PM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-12/urban-institute-maps-us-car-loan-debt-and-delinquency [https://perma.cc/FE3J-JCBU] (discussing data from the Urban Institute about disparities in auto loan defaults in communities of color across the United States).
III. PICKING UP AFTER THE BUBBLE’S BURST

Even though the auto loan market has expanded significantly in the past decade—bringing increasing delinquencies and defaults with it—there has been little in-depth discussion about how to address the likely burst of the market’s bubble. The literature that exists, however, highlights how auto sellers and lenders have benefitted from and exploited the lack of regulation of one of the most complex transactions that people will enter into during their lives. Understanding the dynamics that have allowed for the rapid rise in auto loans outstanding is an essential step in considering how to restructure the market for cars and auto loans. This Part begins with an overview of the auto sale and loan markets and then outlines a range of financial and related measures that could shift market dynamics.

A. AUTO SALES AND LOANS TODAY

Auto loans stand apart from all other types of credit extended to consumers. Besides a home mortgage, an auto loan is the only secured debt that most people will incur.59 Auto lenders, like mortgage lenders, almost always require that borrowers give rights in the financed vehicle to lenders that allow for repossession and sale upon borrowers’ defaults.60 Student loans, credit cards, medical debt, and most other consumer debts, in contrast, are unsecured.61 These lenders cannot reach people’s assets without going through at least some court proceedings.62

Even though auto loans are secured debts, people in danger of having their cars repossessed and sold have few legal protections that they can call upon, such as the waiting periods and right of reinstatement typically allowed by state law for home foreclosure.63 Instead, auto repossession and sale can


60. See Foohey et al., Driven to Bankruptcy, supra note 2, at 300–03 (discussing repossession and sale); Vehicle Repossession, FED. TRADE COMM’N (Nov. 2008), https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0144-vehicle-repossession [https://perma.cc/EA6D-Q9LH] (same).

61. See Foohey, supra note 1 (manuscript at 4).

62. These proceedings are typically state court debt collection actions that can end with seizure of non-exempt assets (to the extent that the borrower has any non-exempt assets), with garnishment of bank accounts, or with wage garnishment. See generally PEW CHARITABLE TRUSTS, HOW DEBT COLLECTORS ARE TRANSFORMING THE BUSINESS OF STATE COURTS (2020), https://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/assets/2020/06/debt-collectors-to-consumers.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q826-4E9E] (discussing debt collection proceedings); Foohey et al., Debt Collection Pandemic, supra note 29 (discussing how COVID-19 could increase debt collection).

63. Cf. Vehicle Repossession, FED. TRADE COMM’N (Nov. 2008), https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0144-vehicle-repossession [https://perma.cc/4M3j-NBME] (“In many states, your creditor can seize your vehicle as soon as you default on your loan or lease.”). Some states give
happen quickly. Indeed, repossession can happen instantaneously upon default if the lender has installed a starter interrupter device or other vehicle tracking and disabling tool in the financed vehicle.

Auto loans also stand apart from other consumer credit, including home loans, because of the inter-twining of the lending process with vehicle sales. In The Fast and the Usurious, Adam Levitin detailed this inter-twining in the context of the typical auto loans, meaning those that people take out as part of their car purchases. After people negotiate the vehicle purchase, which is a complicated and atypical purchase that includes the price of the car plus any selected upgrades, the value of trade-ins, the addition and deletion of warranties, and miscellaneous service contracts, they then must negotiate financing. Unless customers have arranged third-party financing in advance—for example, from a local credit union—people will get their auto loan through the dealer from which they are purchasing the vehicle. This is the case if people purchase vehicles at auto company franchises, such as Ford or Toyota authorized dealerships, or independent used-car dealerships, such as “Buy Here Pay Here” car lots. Nearly ninety percent of buyers obtain their auto financing through dealerships. Making the transaction even more confusing, the loan pricing itself might also be linked with the vehicle purchase terms, such as the value of trade-ins and selected warranty provisions.

When people receive loans through auto dealerships, these loans typically come from banks and other lenders that partner with the dealerships. Auto sellers will make a loan to a customer only after they line up the customer’s lender, to which the loan is immediately assigned. Other dealerships, such as those authorized under a franchise agreement with Ford, use in-house lending arms, such as Ford Motor Credit. Across these deals, borrowers a short time period to reinstate auto loans after repossession. See My Car Has Been Repossessed, and I Was Told It Will Be Sold. What Can I Do?, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU (Sept. 23, 2016), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/ask-cfpb/my-car-has-been-repossessed-and-i-was-told-it-will-be-sold-what-can-i-do-en-865 [https://perma.cc/A8NZ-HJSK].

See generally Levitin, supra note 6 (describing the potential abuses facing consumers stemming from the inter-twined nature of vehicle purchases and auto loan financing).

Id. at 1261–64.

Id. at 1262. Levitin also details “yo-yo” scams in which customers drive off with a vehicle only to be told a couple days later that they were not approved for the financing and must agree to a higher interest rate if they want to keep the vehicle. Id. at 1304–06.

Id. at 1261–62.

See id.
the business relationship initially is between the dealership and the lender, not the lender and the actual borrower. This exacerbates a sales and lending structure that already disadvantages customers.  

In addition, financial technology (“fintech”) innovations in auto sales and lending continue to alter how people shop for cars by moving a portion of “traditional” car sales and loan deals effectuated wholly at dealerships to virtual marketplaces. In my recent article, *Consumers’ Declining Power in the Fintech Auto Loan Market*, I detail the emergence, growth, and adaptation of website and applications designed for smartphones and tablets that promise to deliver cars and loans to people rapidly, such as Carvana and AutoGravity. Like “traditional” auto dealerships, these platforms typically partner with banks and other lenders, similarly making the lender the platforms’ customers, not the people who are purchasing or leasing cars.

Overall, as I argue in my article, the auto loan origination market prioritizes the interests of lenders over those of customers, which has led and will continue to lead people to agree to loans with disadvantageous (and inflated) interest rates, fees, and terms. That most people in America need a vehicle for their daily lives only adds to dealers’ and lenders’ leverage used to extract concessions from customers. Levitin likewise comes to the same conclusion, asserting that the inter-twining of auto sales and lending has cultivated an auto loan market “rife with opportunities for various forms of abuse and fraud.”

The potential for consumer abuses has come to pass, at least based on consumers’ complaints and the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”)’s actions regarding auto loans. People’s complaints and these actions take aim at tactics that may stem from the inter-twining of auto sales and lending: attempts to make people agree to expensive add-on products, such as service plans, perceived high-pressure sales methods generally, and “yo-yo financing” and changing loan terms.
2021] BURSTING THE AUTO LOAN BUBBLE 2229

These tactics add up to lots of money for auto sellers and lenders. One marker for how much profit the sales and lending structure yields is “marked up financing” paid by car buyers. Mark ups refer to amounts added to a loan by the dealer who arranges financing for a customer, including a commission known as the “dealer reserve” or “finance reserve,” which adds one to two percent on the lender’s interest rate, and extended warranties and other protection products.78 In 2019, the typical car buyer paid roughly $1,860 in marked up financing.79 As calculated by Levitin based on a prior study of auto loan overcharges, marked up financing amounted to over $54 billion in 2018.80 This sum reflects about 10 percent of the total of $584 billion of auto loan originations in 2018.81

Over the past decade, the relative proportion of profit that auto dealers have made from car sales versus car financing has narrowed. For instance, in 2011, dealers made 66 percent of their profit from car sales versus 34 percent from car financing.82 In 2018, this balance had flipped, with dealers making money from car loans than car sales.83 Dealers should be increasingly more interested in selling auto loans than actual cars.

Part of the transition from an auto sales market that focuses on selling cars to one focused on selling car loans dates to the Great Recession and the enactment of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (“Dodd-Frank Act”), which created the CFPB.84 The Dodd-Frank Act explicitly excluded auto sellers from the CFPB’s rulemaking, supervision, and enforcement authority.85 This carveout accelerated the intertwining of auto sales and auto loans.86 Similarly, as noted by Edward Balleisen and Melissa Jacoby, car dealers have succeeded in lobbying at the state level, leading to the lack of state-level regulation of auto loans, and have a lobbying force that is ready to take on proposed regulations.87

79. Id.
80. Levitin, supra note 6, at 1292 n.140.
82. See Markup Index, supra note 78.
83. See id.
86. See id. at 829–30 (discussing the change in the auto loan market and its parallel to the mortgage market that played a significant role in the Great Recession).
87. See id. at 829.
The current structure of auto sales and lending has created an unsustainable sector in need of change, even before the adverse economic conditions brought by the pandemic. The pandemic’s economic fallout might provide the necessary jolt to foster legislative change.

B. REFORMING AUTO SALES AND LOANS IN THE FUTURE

Going forward, to make any significant changes, car dealers and lenders will have to yield to regulators. The pre-pandemic growth in auto loans, coupled with the foreseeable spike in defaults and eventual crash in the auto loan market, might make now the moment to push for auto loan regulations. It also might be the time to advance broader ideas for changes to how and what type of automobiles are sold in the United States, which will affect the auto loan market.

Beginning with proposals to address problems in today’s auto loan market, legislatively vesting a federal agency with the ability to regulate auto dealerships is a necessary first step. As the agency designed to protect consumers in financial transactions, the CFPB provides a natural place to put such authority.88 Once given authority to regulate dealerships, the CFPB (or any agency vested with such authority) should aim to dismantle the key elements of car sales and loans that grant outsized power to dealerships.

As Levitin has identified persuasively, the current structure of car sales and loans taking place simultaneously, either in-person at dealerships or facilitated through online platforms, is the foremost barrier to consumer’s ability to stand on equal footing with dealers and lenders.89 Levitin proposes a three-day waiting period for people who buy cars with financing if they seek financing through the dealership and a penalty-free prepayment right if people obtain third-party financing during this waiting period.90 The waiting period would apply to vehicle, trade-in, and loan pricing. The intuition behind this waiting period is to relieve people from pressure to accept the deal offered to them and to incentivize people to shop for financing apart from the car itself. Levitin projects that this disruption in the market will create competition among dealers to reduce markup financing and reduce opportunities for discrimination in sales and lending.91

Beyond uncoupling the timing of car sales from extension of auto loans, drawing from existing consumer credit regulations, other market

89. See Levitin, supra note 6, at 1264–66.
90. Id. at 1319–26.
91. See id. (arguing that incentivizing consumers to secure financing for vehicle purchases before the transaction will shift the competition from third-party financial institutions to vehicle dealerships).
interventions might take two orientations: those aimed at informing buyers and those aimed at restricting sellers. Most prevalent among regulations of other consumer credit products are those that attempt to provide buyers with understandable information about these transactions, such as the Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009 (“Credit CARD Act”). For auto sales, disclosures might include clear quotes for price elements, such as warranties, option packages, and the destination charge, and for the total sticker price. For auto loans, disclosures might include details about the credit score relied on by lenders.

In comparison, and also as included in the Credit CARD Act, regulations may restrict dealer and lender practices, such as limiting fees and other charges that come with a loan, including upon default, or mandating ability to pay standards. In the context of automobiles, drawing on the above discussion about problems that people face purchasing cars, restrictions could include a cap on markup financing, caps on specific elements of financing, limiting the length of loans to match the predicted useful life of vehicles, and a prohibition on “yo-yo financing.” States also can legislate similar protections, as a handful of states already have done, such as Texas’s motor vehicle installment sale form with informational language about markups.

These various protections and proposals will be a step forward in imposing at least some constraints on the industry. Nonetheless, as I argue in my recent article, people’s need for cars to survive day-to-day in most places in the United States is so great that these regulations likely will not significantly disrupt dealers’ leverage against customers, and particularly those with the least ability to bargain. As with payday loans and other fringe credit, the needs of the most vulnerable individuals transcend disclosures and regulations, and they will continue to agree to car sales and lending deals effectively regardless of their terms. With the growth of fintech platforms, even if people try to shop around for auto loans, counter-intuitively, it may become harder for them to identify lenders who have not partnered with dealers and thus to find competitive deals. Indeed, within a few months, the

---

93. See id.; Foohey, supra note 1 (manuscript at 36–42) (reviewing ideas taken from other consumer credit products that put people on similar footing with auto dealers and lenders).
94. See supra text accompanying note 68.
95. See supra note 68.
96. Foohey, supra note 1 (manuscript at 10–11).
97. Id. (manuscript at 5, 6 n.35) (noting research about the conditions under which people will take out payday loans and use other alternative financing). Of course, there always will be people who find a way to live “car free” while others take out and default on auto loans. But I argue that the United States’ cumulative decisions to elevate driving and personal vehicles as the main mode of transportation in America has rendered cars and car loans necessities that set them apart from other consumer goods and credit productions. See id. (manuscript at 1–2).
COVID-19 pandemic had already transformed how auto sellers interact with customers such that dealerships moved more sales online and tried to offer a more “flexible” purchase process.98

In short, the United States’ elevation of driving as the mode of personal transportation has the potential to negate regulations that will maintain the status quo regarding how people purchase cars. Something more is needed.

Besides fostering a rise in auto loans, the status quo has encouraged a proliferation of larger passenger vehicles, particularly sport utility vehicles (“SUVs”) and pickup trucks, in the United States’ market.99 Today, SUVs and pickup trucks constitute 70 percent of all new vehicle sales.100 Although manufacturers have advanced in making these vehicles more energy efficient and reducing their emissions levels, the vehicles themselves get worse gas mileage and have higher emissions than passenger cars and even smaller SUVs.101 Being bigger, they also are more dangerous when involved in motor vehicle accidents.102 But the prevalence of larger vehicles on American roads means that more people want to purchase similarly large vehicles for their and their family’s safety.

Just as COVID-19 has disrupted the status quo in many Americans’ lives, it presents an opportunity to disrupt the status quo in the American car market. The last time a similar disruption occurred was following the Great


99 See Highlights of the Automotive Trends Report, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/automotive-trends/highlights-automotive-trends-report [https://perma.cc/9N95-NRBU] (detailing the production share and fuel economy of vehicles and showing the rise in truck SUVs, which are larger or 4WD vehicles).


Recession. At that time, in response to a drop in car sales, Congress enacted the Car Allowance Rebate System, colloquially known as “Cash for Clunkers,” which allowed people to trade-in older cars for newer, more fuel-efficient vehicles.\footnote{See Alisa Priddle, Potential Cash for Clunkers Revival Could Mean Big Car Deals Are Coming, MOTORTREND (Apr. 21, 2020), https://www.motortrend.com/news/cash-for-clunkers-revival-2020-car-deals [https://perma.cc/B83R-9N7E] (detailing the Cash for Clunkers program); Christina Romer & Christopher Carroll, Did ‘Cash-for-Clunkers’ Work as Intended?, WHITE HOUSE: BLOG (Apr. 5, 2010, 8:42 PM), https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2010/04/05/did-cash-clunkers-work-intended [https://perma.cc/GQ3Q-ZTXY] (noting studies about the effects of Cash for Clunkers).} The system essentially was a scrappage program, with the goals of rescuing struggling auto manufacturers and dealerships, to promote environmentally-friendly vehicles, and to reduce economic inequality.\footnote{See generally Shanjun Li, Joshua Linn & Elisheba Spiller, Evaluating “Cash-for-Clunkers”: Program Effects on Auto Sales and the Environment, 65 J. ENV’T ECON. & MGMT. 175 (2013) (discussing Cash for Clunkers).} Within a couple months after the pandemic’s emergence, news stories about the potential enactment of a similar plan began appearing.\footnote{See, e.g., Kea Wilson, Don’t Bring Back Cash for Clunkers Because of COVID-19, STREETSBLOG USA (May 13, 2020), https://usa.streetsblog.org/2020/05/13/dont-bring-back-cash-for-clunkers-because-of-covid-19 [https://perma.cc/36M8-ML88] (discussing issues with the first Cash for Clunkers program and arguing that the program should not be revived in a similar form); John M. Vincent, Ready for Cash for Clunkers 2.0?, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP. (Apr. 23, 2020), https://cars.usnews.com/cars-trucks/cash-for-clunkers (projecting that the federal government will need to step in to support the auto industry); Priddle, supra note 103 (discussing Cash for Clunkers program and arguing that the previous program could serve as a template for a similar program).}

As part of a larger strategy to tackle the pandemic’s economic fallout, Congress could adapt and update the Cash for Clunkers program to promote safer and more equal access to automobiles. Also, any program that provides subsidies should restrict those subsidies to only electric vehicles. For example, people could receive a tax credit or cash toward the purchase of select electric vehicles. The program also could include dedicated funds for building electric charging infrastructure, which might incentivize auto manufacturers to allocate production capacity to electric vehicles. For instance, in summer 2020, as part of his Presidential campaign, Joe Biden announced an environmental plan with similar ideas, including tax subsidies for electric car purchases, incentives to trade-in fuel-inefficient vehicles, and building public electric charging stations across the country.\footnote{See Tim Mullaney, How Biden’s $1.7 Trillion Climate Plan Would Change America After Trump’s Big Oil Presidency, CNBC (Oct. 1, 2020, 8:37 AM), https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/01/bidens-1-point7-trillion-climate-plan-would-be-blow-to-big-oil.html [https://perma.cc/XZ7Q-6JLM].}

States also can play a role in incentivizing the manufacture of electric vehicles. California Governor Gavin Newsom’s September 2020 executive order requiring sales of all new passenger vehicles to be zero-emission by 2035 provides a first step and primer for other states.\footnote{Governor Newsom Announces California Will Phase Out Gasoline-Powered Cars & Drastically Reduce Demand for Fossil Fuel in California’s Fight Against Climate Change, OFF. OF GOVERNOR GAVIN} The order’s timeline also
demonstrates that federal and state programs must recognize that changes in auto manufacturing and sales will not be instantaneous—that is, they must play the long game. Nonetheless, within mere months of California’s announcement, General Motors announced that it is transitioning to an all-electric portfolio. This shows that the auto industry is willing to adapt to regulations aimed at vehicles.

In addition, any new program must prioritize the manufacture of safer and smaller vehicles, which is vital to improving not only energy efficiency and the environmental impact of the cars on American roads, but also the safety of drivers and pedestrians. As compared to other high-income countries, the United States trails far behind in reducing deaths and non-fatal injuries caused by crashes. The types of cars on the road is one key factor in preventing accidents and serious injuries because of accidents. Other factors include standards for safety, with an eye toward protecting motorists and pedestrians alike, even if that goal comes at the expense of speed, and mandates for installation of technology that assists drivers, such as blind spot detection and collision avoidance.

Finally, any program designed to improve the environmental impact and safety of cars also must account for the costs of such regulations, and those costs’ impact on communities of colors’ and lower-income individuals’ already disparate access to vehicles. A primary criticism of the Cash for

---
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Clunkers program was that it increased these disparities by reducing the available stock of less expensive vehicles. Now more than ever, any program that provides subsidies, funds infrastructure for vehicles, or imposes regulations on passenger cars must not only contend with how they will affect affordability, but also should seek to decrease the costs of vehicle ownership and usage, particularly given that such programs necessarily will perpetuate America’s history of prioritizing driving.

IV. TRANSFORMING TRANSPORTATION IN AMERICA

Instead of augmenting America’s car economy, the shock of the COVID-19 pandemic might present the opportunity to change the landscape of transportation in the United States. Federal, state, and local government decisions that have led to the prevalence and importance of having a car also have created sub-optimal investments in infrastructure to support other modes of transportation and, more broadly, of living. Most people must drive to work and to meet their daily needs. People “driving alone accounts for 76 percent of all commuting trips” according to the Department of Transportation. With the exception of select cities, using public transportation is extremely inefficient. Research has shown that ride-hailing services, such as Uber and Lyft, increase road congestion and miles traveled by vehicles, while decreasing other transit trips. This suggests that people replaced some of their trips on public transportation with these services, evidencing the inefficiencies of public transportation. Many people also live far from where they work, because they moved to the suburbs or could not find affordable housing near employment opportunities.

Re-orienting government policies and programs to diminish the United States’ car-centricity would represent a revolutionary tactic to address the almost inevitable burst of the auto loan bubble. In recent years, scholars have detailed the faults in the United States’ transportation policies. As such, this
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Part focuses on three key determinants of people’s necessary reliance on cars to meet their daily needs and details how these changes to transportation and other infrastructure might affect the market for auto loans.

First, the existence of reliable and efficient mass transportation is perhaps the foremost determinant of whether people can realistically meet their needs day-to-day without having a car. At present, in many areas in the United States, even in most medium and larger cities, mass transportation is time-wasting and undependable. Relying on buses often will turn what should be a quick commute into an hours-long saga. Investing in mass transit infrastructure tailored to meet the needs of daily commuters and to foster mobility within cities promises to do the most to decrease people’s need for cars and to allow them to truly live car-free. It also will remedy the wrongs of decades of underfunded and deteriorating transportation systems that leaves communities of color struggling to access reliable and safe mass transit, despite their much higher reliance on public transportation.

States, cities, and towns (and their residents) seemingly have begun to recognize the value of investing in mass transit. During the 2020 election, 13 of 17 state and local transit measures on ballots passed, amounting to a total of $98 billion in funding for public transportation. As noted by commentators, these measures might have passed, in part, because of the pandemic, not in spite of it. Now is the moment to shift national, state, and local priorities away from building infrastructure for cars to fixing and creating infrastructure for mass transit. More and better mass transit options for getting people to work will relieve the urgency to own a car or more than one car.
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Making cars less of a necessity should benefit the most vulnerable individuals in the auto lending market by inuring to them the leverage necessary to consider a transaction and walk away if they find the terms of the deal disadvantageous.

Second, prioritizing roadway and transportation projects that include safety measures for pedestrians, bikers, and other non-vehicle transportation devices, such as scooters, is a natural and necessary complement to focusing on mass transit. America’s streets and roadways are, simply stated, dangerous, and the effects of that danger fall disproportionately on communities of color.124 Roadways’ lanes are wide, which encourages speeding.125 Traffic signals focus on the swift movement of vehicles to the detriment of bikers’ and pedestrians’ safety.126 Sidewalks are too narrow, are in disrepair, or are entirely absent.127 People will not be able to access improved buses, light rails, and other mass transit safely and efficiently if the journey on foot from where they live to the transit stops is treacherous.

In addition, upgrading roadway access for bikers and fixing and adding sidewalks for pedestrians alone—absent improvements in mass transit—might decrease the number of car trips people need to make.128 In many areas, there presently are not sufficient sidewalks to access grocery stores, pharmacies, and other stores. This leads people to drive from store to store. Simply investing in upgrades to sidewalks, installing clear crosswalks and signage, and tearing down barriers that force people to walk in roads will allow access to stores without using a car and will allow people to car-pool and park once for essential shopping. What might look like subtle changes in accessibility could collectively lead many households to shift their transportation choices away from using cars every day. And this could ultimately allow households to become one-car or no-car households.

Third, and finally, changes to urban planning might do the most to encourage a shift in car usage. Over the past decades, retailers and city planners have traded investment in walkable urban squares and city downtowns for suburban shopping malls designed to cater to automobiles. This car-centric
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model has added to people’s need to own cars.129 It also has fostered a shopping culture in which people drive from location to location to access stores that might be a mere couple hundred feet from each other. In the last few years, a handful of retailers have returned to opening stores in downtown areas, in recognition that downtowns now are “under-retailed” and that more professionals are opting to live in cities.130 Early reports find that creating walkable urban areas is both sustainable and profitable.131

In terms of chipping away at the supremacy of cars, construction projects that focus on building main street-like areas bring two main benefits. The smaller, more immediate benefit is to decrease the need for multiple cars and multiple trips to accomplish day-to-day shopping. Instead, households can carpool to an urban area, park once, and complete all their shopping without driving from store to store. This alone might allow families to shift from two to one vehicle or household groups to collectively own one vehicle. It also necessarily will make cities more pedestrian friendly, which should yield an outsized benefit to communities of color.

Such urban planning projects also bring a bigger, longer-term benefit by fostering the building of housing in the one area, which can eliminate the need to own a vehicle. Either this housing will be situated such that people can walk to work, school, daycare, and urban shopping areas, or, combined with improvements in mass transit, people will be able to easily go about their daily business without owning a car. Stated differently, construction projects that will reduce the distance between housing, work, access to food, necessities, childcare, and healthcare, might be the most expensive, but, in turn will do the most to move the United States away from its current car-centrality. By reducing the desperate need to own a vehicle, people will gain leverage in the auto sales and loan markets. The auto loan market, in particular, will have to adapt to people’s newfound freedom in choosing among transportation options.

V. CONCLUSION

The COVID-19 pandemic brings an inflection point in the United States’ car economy. Prior to the pandemic, the buildup in auto loans outstanding, and concomitant growth in auto loan delinquencies and defaults foreshadowed a burst of the auto loan bubble. Although the market has not collapsed as of
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the end of 2020, in the coming years, the United States will have to handle the pandemic’s economic fallout. One aspect of that fallout most likely will be an auto loan crisis. Given the deep-rooted disparities in the auto loan market, lower-income households and communities of color will bear the brunt of this coming crisis. More broadly, the crisis will come at a time when other consumer credit markets also are collapsing, creating a perfect storm of financial issues for households.

In the face of this storm, the United States will have the opportunity to change how people purchase cars and take out car loans. Accumulated decisions by federal, state, and local governments have created and perpetuated people’s need to have access to vehicles to survive day-to-day. This has left people at a disadvantage when purchasing cars and seeking financing for those cars—a disadvantage so severe that typical consumer credit interventions might be insufficient to disrupt auto dealers’ and lenders’ hold over customers.

The appetite for more structural change in the wake of the pandemic might present legislators an opportunity to alter the dynamics of the auto loan market by attacking not auto loans themselves, but by encouraging changes in the types of vehicles that people can purchase. Even more broadly, the pandemic presents a critical moment for the federal government, states, cities, and towns to shift their priorities away from vehicle-centered infrastructure to building better mass transit, fixing and adding pedestrian-friendly infrastructure, and constructing walkable urban areas. Not only will these changes pick up after the burst of the auto loan bubble, but they also will offer people a lasting solution to the financial problems they currently face because of the primacy of driving in America.
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